International law enforcement organizations around the world endeavor to combat high drug related mortality rates by seizing illicit drugs in transit over international waters. This mission requires effective plans that route multiple aerial searchers and position surface interdictors through large expanses of geographical areas in the presence of highly uncertain estimates about drug smuggler whereabouts. This high uncertainty combined with the challenge of coordinating search and interdiction make it particularly difficult to conduct mission planning. We present optimal search and interdiction models that address these important challenges and demonstrate how planners can used these models by applying them to a realistic counterdrug operation scenario.
1. Introduction
Background
We consider the task of a mission planner for a unit charged with searching for and interdicting drug smugglers over international waters. Each day the planner receives intelligence estimates about where and when smugglers may be moving over the next mission execution period. Naturally, there is uncertainty regarding the accuracy of these estimates. A limited number of aerial search and surface interdiction assets can be used. The goal is to develop a mission plan for the mission execution period that utilizes these assets as effectively as possible by maximizing the expected amount of drugs interdicted.
Scenarios like this are faced by many organizations around the world in order to combat the effects of an alarmingly high drug related mortality rate. Approximately 1 in every 100 adult deaths world wide can attributed to illicit drug use (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2012, p. 1) and over 1,500 metric tons of illegal drugs are seized in transit to United States annually (US 5d. PROJECT NUMBER 5e. TASK NUMBER 5f. WORK UNIT NUMBER
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ABSTRACT
International law enforcement organizations around the world endeavor to combat high drug related mortality rates by seizing illicit drugs in transit over international waters. This mission requires e ective plans that route multiple aerial searchers and position surface interdictors through large expanses of geographical areas in the presence of highly uncertain estimates about drug smuggler whereabouts. This high uncertainty combined with the challenge of coordinating search and interdiction make it particularly di cult to conduct mission planning. We present optimal search and interdiction models that address these important challenges and demonstrate how planners can used these models by applying them to a realistic counterdrug operation scenario.
studies in the literature focus on this aspect of mission planning. Kress et al. (2012) examine a discrete-time and -space stochastic Dynamic Programming (DP) approach to coordinate the efforts of a single aerial search asset and a single surface interdiction asset. This model can, in principle, be solved by a backward DP algorithm, but becomes intractable when one considers problems arising from real-world scenarios. Accordingly, a greedy heuristic is proposed to obtain solutions. Related work has been done in studying search and action problems (see Sun 2009 , Jin et al. 2006 , however these models consider multi-role aerial assets with some combination of sensing, intercept, and attack capabilities. Supporting the mission of organizations like JIATF-S requires the development of a new approach to modeling coordinated search and interdiction operations that leads to problems which are solvable for real-world scenarios.
Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Next we describe a hypothetical mission planning scenario that is representative of real-world counterdrug operations and illustrate where current modeling falls short in capturing all the necessary planning considerations. In Sections 3
and 4, we proceed to develop two extensions to the SSP that address these modeling shortfalls and illustrate their use with our benchmark scenario. We conclude with final remarks in Section 5.
Benchmark Scenario and Modeling Limitations
Scenario Definition
In order to motivate the search model enhancements that will be presented shortly, we define a benchmark mission planning scenario. Researchers and practitioners developed this scenario, using unclassified open source data, so that it is representative of the real-world issues faced by planners. Our benchmark scenario (BS) involves four targets (smugglers), two aerial searchers, and three surface interdiction assets. Intelligence assessmets provide the departure time as well as the departure, arrival, and path waypoint locations of each target, but these data are uncertain. The accuracy of the intelligence results in additional uncertainty as there is a chance that the intelligence is completely wrong and the target is not present. Figure 1 depicts a spatial representation of the expected, based on intelligence assessments, movement tracks for these targets.
There are two P-3 search aircraft available for planning, each operating out of Comalapa Airbase, El Salvador. The aircraft have a maximum cruise speed (V ) of 325 kts, an on-station speed (V ) of 205 kts, and a 10-h endurance (T ). In order to account for maintenance and aircrew rest periods, we assume that each aircraft can execute no more than a single search sortie during the 24-h mission execution period D.
Throughout this scenario, there are three surface ships available for interdiction support as needed. Two can be positioned anywhere in the eastern Pacific Ocean and the other one can be positioned anywhere in the Caribbean Sea. Each has an intercept speed (V I ) of 20 kts. Surface interdictors are to be positioned in coordination with the search plan so that they are able to respond if a searcher detects a target. When a target is detected by a searcher, the searcher monitors the target and summons an interdictor. The interdictor must then transit from its standby location to the location where the target is being monitored. A successful interdiction occurs once the interdictor arrives. Due to high cost of repositioning surface assets, we assume that interdictors cannot be routed and that they will remain in their stand-by position until called upon to respond when a detection occurs.
While there is uncertainty with regard to where and when each target departs, where the target arrives, and the value of interdicting the target, the nature of the intelligence allows the mission planner to estimate these values within some range of uncertainty. These assessed target data, listed in Table 1 , form a moving box (search region) for each target within which search may be conducted. 82W 10N ). GF1 is expected to depart at time 0000 with uniform departure time uncertainty of ±2 h. There is a 0.95 probability that the intelligence about GF1 is correct. For brevity we call this probability the intelligence certainty about GF1. The expected detection value (q 1 ) of GF1 is the product of the payload and the intelligence certainty q 1 = 1, 000 × 0.95 = 950 kg. The sweep width W of a P-3 against a GO FAST boat is assumed to be 15 nm.
Number of targets
The second target (GF2) is a GO FAST boat that is expected to be carrying 1,500 kg of drugs and traveling in the Caribbean at an expected speed (U 3 ) of 50 kts. The expected track of GF2 is a straight-line route that transits through the longitude/latitude points: 72W 12N -87.5W 20N.
The location of departure (72W 12N) and the arrival location (87.5W 20N) both have a uniform uncertainty range of ±30 nm. GF2 is expected to depart at time 2400, which is on the day after the mission execution period, however it has a uniform departure time uncertainty of ±24 h that makes it possible that GF2 is on the water sometime during the mission execution period. The intelligence certainty about GF2 is 0.50, thus the expected detection value (q 3 ) of GF2 is the product of the payload and the intelligence certainty q 3 = 1, 500 × 0.50 = 750 kg.
The third target (SP1) is a Self-Propelled Semi-Submersible vessel (SPSS) that is expected to be carrying 2,500 kg of drugs and traveling in the eastern Pacific at an expected speed (U 7 ) of 15
kts. An SPSS is a low profile smuggler vessel that keeps most of its structure under water. The expected track of SP1 is an angled route that transits through the longitude/latitude points: 77W 5N -86W 3N -92.2W 14.5N. The location of departure (77W 5N) and the arrival location (92.2W
14.5N) both have a uniform uncertainty range of ±40 nm. SP1 is expected to depart at time 0500
with uniform departure time uncertainty of ±3 h. The intelligence certainty about SP1 is 0.50, thus the expected detection value (q 7 ) of SP1 is the product of the payload and the intelligence certainty q 7 = 2, 500 × 0.50 = 1, 250 kg. Due to the low profile of an SPSS, the sweep width W of a P-3 against this type of vessel is assumed to be 5 nm.
The fourth target (GF3) is a GO FAST boat that is expected to be carrying 2,000 kg of drugs and traveling in the eastern Pacific at an expected speed (U 9 ) of 50 kts. The expected track of GF3 is an angled route that transits through the longitude/latitude points: 79W 1N -92W 2S -94W 16N. The location of departure (79W 1N) has a uniform uncertainty range of ±25 nm. The arrival location (94W 16N) has a uniform uncertainty range of ±50 nm. There is also a 50 nm × 50 nm uniform range of uncertainty about the waypoint (92W 2S). GF3 is expected to depart at time 0500 with uniform departure time uncertainty of ±2 h. The intelligence certainty about GF3 is 0.95, thus the expected detection value (q 9 ) of GF3 is the product of the payload and the intelligence certainty q 9 = 2, 000 × 0.95 = 1, 900 kg. By virtue of its large expected detection value and its relatively narrow uncertainty range, GF3 is considered a high-value target in this scenario.
In a four-target scenario, developing a mission plan, even for a single searcher, is not an easy task for a planner. Varying target speeds and payloads, differing levels of certainty, and timing constraints during the execution period present many challenges. Clearly, since BS is more complex, developing a good plan manually would be an even harder task for a mission planner.
The Smuggler Search Problem
In this section we review the SSP presented in Pietz and Royset (2013) in order to form a basis for model extensions discussed later. The SSP is an optimal search model defined on a directed network can easily be calculated for each target j. We assume random search within each search region and define the searcher's detection rate α j against each target j as a ratio of the searcher's sweep width W and its on-station speedV to the area of the search regionτ jρj U j (Washburn 2002, ch. 2) . We arrive at the following optmial search mixed-integer nonlinear programming formulation.
Problem SSP:
The objective (1a) is to maximize the expected value of the search effort by choice of the searcher's arrival time a j at each search region j, its transit time t i,j from search region i to search region j, its search dwell time d j in search region j, binary visitation variables y j to each search region j, and binary arc flow variables x i,j from i to j. Vectorized terms are shown in bold font. Constraints (1b) ensure that search region j is reachable from search region i in time t i,j given the searcher's speed V . Constraints (1c) propagate arrival times a forward in time as the search transits from one search region to the next. Constraint (1d) ensures that the total flying hours of the searcher does not exceed its endurance limit T . Similarly, constraint (1e) ensures that the time horizon of the plan stays within the mission execution period D. Constraints (1f) require that the vehicle be routed to a search region only after the target has surely departed. Similarly, constraints (1g) preclude searching in a region after the target has possibly arrived. Constraint (1h) ensures that the scenario starts at time 0000, while constraint (1i) ensures that the scenario ends when the searcher returns to its home station. Constraints (1j) and (1k) enforce nonnegativity, while constraints (1l) and (1m) capture standard network flow balance and routing subtour elimination constraints. This model is easily extended to account for nonlinear target movement tracks using piecewise linear approximation and multiple searchers by expanding the network G. Problem instances are solved using a specialized branch-and-bound algorithm (SBB), which is designed to solve Generalized Orienteering Problems.
All of the models we consider in this paper fall withing this class of problems.
Modeling Limitations
Returning to our benchmark scenario, we observe that the SSP does not allow us to model GF2
because its large time uncertainty window of ±24 h yields a search region that spans its entire movement track. Furthermore, the model does not consider the positioning of interdiction assets.
If we remove GF2 and the interdictors, we are able to compute an optimal search plan for this restricted scenario by solving the SSP using SBB. For brevity, we refer to this restricted scenario as
BS-MS.
We also denote by θ + j and θ − j the respective locations in search region j where the searcher begins and ends search for target j. In this model, θ + j corresponds to the expected location of target j the moment search begins at time a j , and θ − j corresponds to the expected location of target j the moment search ends at time a j + d j . The search times and searcher path for the optimal solution are shown in Table 2 . Figure 2 shows a spatial representation of the optimal search plan.
The solution to BS-MS provides insight to the planner and clearly identifies how to route both searchers. Unfortunately, it does not account for the presence of GF2 in the scenario nor does it tell the planner where to position interdiction assets. The planner must hope that GF2 is not a worthwhile target to search and that he is able to position interdiction assets in order to support this search plan without prior coordination. In the case where it is beneficial to search GF2, this plan is suboptimal. In the case where it is not possible to position interdictors so that they are able to cover all searched areas, then the planner runs the risk that a detected target will get away because an interdictor is unable to intercept it. We now address these issues in turn. for just over 4.5 h. Searcher 2 is routed to search GF1 for nearly 2 h, then moves on to search SP1 for just over 2.5 h. The remainder of each searcher's 10-h endurance is spent in transit. The expected value of the search plan is 2,254.6 kg of drugs detected. 
Highly Uncertain Assessed Target Data
Fixed Region Search Model
Suppose that the uncertainty associated with a target track is such that using a moving search region is not realistic. This can happen, for example, when the departure time uncertainty range is large or when there is unpredictable variation in the target speed. In this case, we model the search for targets using a random search model (Washburn 2002, ch. 2) applied to a static fixed region.
In a sense a fixed-region model is less complex than that of the SSP which considers moving search regions. However, a subtle practical matter must be considered. The SSP implicitly assumes that the moving search regions are not too large. As such, the question of where within the search region a searcher is routed to and from is insignificant. Travel distances are calculated by routing the searcher through the center of each search region that is assigned. When the search region is small, the chosen tactical search pattern can be accommodated with a negligible difference in the searcher's entry and exit locations in this region. In the situation when the search region is large, we must account for the difference in entry and exit points. We do this by including the entry and exit locations in the model as decision variables.
We model searcher transit to and from a convex subset R j of the fixed region associated with target j. We denote by r + j and r − j the respective entry and exit location of the searcher in fixed region j. We model both moving and fixed regions by introducing the respective disjoint subsets Q and R, where Q ∪ R = N are the nodes in the directed network G. We include the home station and recovery location in the set Q. It is convenient to defineQ = Q\{0, n + 1}. Directed arcs are defined between all (i, j) ∈ A as follows. Let A QQ be the set of arcs connecting a moving search region to another moving search region. Let A QR be the set of arcs connecting a moving search region to fixed search region. A QR and A RR are defined similarly. We introduce the vectorized location notation r j = (r + j , r − j ), and r = (r j 1 , r j 2 , . . . , r j |R| ). Accounting for fixed region targets, the modified SSP is stated as follows.
Problem SSP-FR:
(||r
Constraints (2b) through (2e) ensure that the time it takes the searcher to travel between each pair of regions, moving or fixed, is feasible given its maximum cruise speed V . Constraint (2f) ensures that the time it takes the searcher to travel from the entry point to the exit point of each fixed region is feasible given its on-station speedV . Constraint (2g) restricts the searcher's entry point and exit point in each fixed region j to lie within the convex feasibility set R j . We observe that (2g) need not depend on x because r j is a vacuous variable when region j is not searched.
Fixed Region Search Numerical Results
Returning to BS-MS, we include the target that exhibits large departure time uncertainty ranges, namely GF2. We assume that the fixed region entry and exit points are constrained to R GF2 the line segment between the expected departure and arrival locations of GF2; 72W 12N -87.5W 20N. We arrive at the modified scenario BS-FR that now includes all four targets, but still excludes interdiction asset considerations.
The optimal solution, computed using SBB, is the same as reported in Table 2 and Figure 2 .
The large search area associated with GF2 results in a search value that is an order of magnitude smaller than that of the other targets. As a result, it is not beneficial for either searcher to consume transit time in order to search for GF2.
To illustrate a search plan that includes a fixed region search in the optimal solution we consider an excursion to BS-FR, adjusting the intelligence data for GF2 as follows. The expected departure time is shifted 12 h earlier to 1200. The expected payload of GF is increased to 5,000 kg of drugs. Additionally, the overall certainty of the intelligence is increased to 0.95. The latter two modifications serve to increase the search value of GF2, while the first modification provides a greater opportunity for search by shifting the feasible search window of GF2 to earlier in mission execution period. We denote by BS-FR-E this excursion to BS-FR that includes these three modifications.
The optimal solution for BS-FR-E, computed using SBB, yields an expected search value of 2,297.0 kg of drugs detected. The optimal search plan is given in Figure 3 depicts the optimal search plan for BS-FR-E. We observe that the optimal plan for searcher 1 is unchanged with respect to the optimal plan for BS-FR, searching for GF3 with the same search times. The optimal plan for searcher 2, however, shifts to search GF1 earlier in day 1 and then proceeds to search for GF2 in its fixed region. Recall that search is assumed to be carried out according the random search model, and the planner chooses the tactical pattern to be flown by the searchers in each search region. The large shaded search area for GF2 shown in Figure 3 reflects the fixed geographical boundaries of the search region, and is not meant to imply that search is required be conducted everywhere in this region. In fact, searching this entire fixed region is not possible given the 3.3-h search dwell time. The GF2 search region is over 1,000 nm long (|ρ GF2 − ρ GF2 | = 1, 014 nm). Searcher 2 traveling atV = 205 kts would take almost five hours just to transit across the region. The optimal entry and exit locations r + GF2 and r − GF2 are chosen to reduce transit time as much as possible provided that constraints (2f) and (2g) are satisfied. 
Interdictor Positioning
Coordinated Search and Interdiction Model
We now consider search planning operations where the searcher is routed in the AOI to detect moving targets, and when a detection occurs, an interdictor is called to respond. While the interdictor is in transit to capture the detected target, the searcher monitors the target to prevent escape.
At the moment the target is detected, one of three things can happen. First, the target could take evasive action by altering its intended track in an attempt to evade capture. This possibility is not considered in our one-sided search model. Search games are more appropriate models to deal with this consideration (see, e.g., Alpern and Gal 2003) . Second, the target could continue on its intended track. Third, the target could stop. The latter two possibilities can be captured by our search model by expressing the distance between the target and the interdictor using a second order cone constraint. We proceed under the assumption that targets stop when detected by a searcher.
Since the endurance of the searcher and the speed of the interdictor are both limited, we must account for the distance between the position of the interdictor and the location where a detection may occur. The interdictor may be positioned at a given location that cannot be changed by the mission planner. In this case, the feasible search area is constrained by the interdictor's location.
Alternatively, the standby location of the interdictor may be a decision variable. Yet another possibility exists where the search controller may specify an initial standby position for the interdictor, as well as a drift course and speed (drift vector). We model the latter as it is the more general case.
Let p ∈ P be the initial standby position of the surface interdictor, where P is a convex set. Let p ∈ P be the final position of the surface interdictor at the end of the mission execution period. Let v be the drift vector of the surface interdictor. Let V I be the intercept speed of the interdictor. We assume that if a detection occurs in any searched region, the searcher will stay on station as required so that the interdictor may respond. Therefore, the interdictor must be able to travel to the search region before the mission execution period expires and before the searcher reaches its endurance limit. In the unlikely event that multiple detections occur at the same time for the same interdictor, we assume that the interdictor will respond to the first call it receives from a searcher. We also assume that the searcher maintains a safety stock of fuel so that, when it has to monitor a detected target, it is still able to return to home station at the end of its mission. We account for safety stock through backtracking time b j , which is the minimum time required for the searcher to return to home station from any point on target segment j that is assigned to be searched. Backtracking time can be modeled as a fixed value, possibly different for each target, or as a decision variable.
We choose the latter as it is the more general case. The interdictor coordinated SSP is stated as follows.
Problem SSP-I:
Constraints (3b) and (3c) require that the distance between where search occurs and position of interdictor is within the travel range of the searcher given the amount of time remaining relative to the endurance limit of the searcher. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate how constraints (3b) and (3c) function in this model. We assume a negligible proportion of the search region falls outside of the interdictor response circle, and that the maximum speed of the interdictor is faster than its intercept speed. This allows the interdictor to successfully respond when the searcher detects a target within its search region and just outside of the interdictor response range. Similarly, constraints (3d) and (3e) require that the distance between where search occurs and position of interdictor is within the travel range of the searcher given the amount of time remaining in the planning cycle. Constraints (3f) and (3g) require that the distance between where search occurs and searcher's home station is within the backtracking time travel range of the searcher. Constraint (3h) sets the final resting position of the interdictor to be its drifted position at the moment the searcher returns to home station. Constraint (3i) requires that the position of the interdictor remain within the feasibility set P throughout the mission. The special case where the position of the interdictor is fixed and unchangeable can be modeled by fixing p and v = 0. Similarly, other situations can be modeled by allowing p to vary and/or choosing v = 0. Multiple interdictors are easily handled with this model by indexing the variables and parameters associated with the interdictor. If each target can be matched to an interdictor, the multiple interdictor model is no more difficult to solve than the single interdictor model. When the target-to-interdictor matching is unknown or cannot reasonably be set manually, this introduces integer variables that must be handled along with x through branching. Since predetermined patrol zones and state sovereignty may often drive surface interdictor placement, we assume that the target-to-interdictor matching can be done manually. 
Coordinated Search and Interdiction Numerical Results
Returning to BS we assume that interdictors are assigned in regional zones as indicated in We augment the restricted scenario BS-FR by including interdiction assets. We assume that backtracking time for each searcher is included in its endurance time T ; we fix b j = 0, ∀j ∈ N , and we relax backtracking time constraints (3f) and (3g). In keeping with BS in Section 2, we do not allow the interdictors to change position after their location has been coordinated with the search plan. Therefore, we require v = 0 and p =p. We restrict the positions of interdictor 1 to be within the Caribbean Sea, and the positions of interdictors 2 and 3 to be within the eastern Pacific Ocean.
Accordingly, feasible polyhedral sets P k for interdictors k = 1, 2, 3 are defined by the convex hulls of the sets of extreme points given in Table 5 and the polyhedral sets are depicted in Figure 6 . Scenario BS is solved using SBB, yielding an expected search plan value of 2,189.8 kg of drugs detected. The optimal search plan and interdictor placements are reported in Table 6 and Table 7 .
The optimal search plan differs from the optimal search plan for BS-FR reported in Table 2 in how the search effort for GF3 is allocated. In BS, while it is optimal to search GF3, the search happens farther to the east and it is searched for a shorter period of time due to the restricted range of the interdictor. Figure 7 shows a spatial representation of the optimal search plan. As the interdictor response circles indicate, the search plan relative to GF1 and SP1 are not limited by the range of the Interdictors 2 and 3 can be positioned anywhere in P 2 , which is the same as P 3 .
Figure 7: Scenario BS optimal solution -The resulting expected value of the search plan is 2,189.8 kg of drugs detected, which is less than the expected search plan value associated with BS-FR due to the restrictions induced by the interdictor ranges. The size of the rectangular blocks correspond to the total area of the search region during the time when the searcher is performing search actions. The large transparent outlined outer circles, with optimal interdictor standby locations at the center, represent the response range, based on constraints (3b), of each respective interdictor at the moment search begins for its assigned target. The small shaded inner circles, again with optimal interdictor standby locations at the center, represent the response range, based on constraints (3c), of each respective interdictor at the moment search ends for its assigned target. interdictor. The GF1-interdictor 1 range circles could be shifted in the northwest direction and the search plan would still be feasible. Similarly, the SP1-interdictor 2 range circles could be shifted east. This is not the case for the GF3-interdictor 3 range circles. The edge of the outer interdictor range circle is tangent to the point θ + GF3 where search begins against GF3, while the edge of the inner interdictor range circle is tangent to the point θ − GF3 where search ends against GF3. This indicates that the search plan relative to GF3 is limited by the range of the interdictor, and it highlights why the optimal search plan for BS differs from that of BS-FR.
As an alternative, one might consider using the optimal solution for BS-FR and simply adding in the interdictor position later by solving a single nonlinear program with decision variable vector p (e.g., solve SSP-I by fixing all variables except p). Such a strategy may appear practical in situations where interdictor coordination is an afterthought, an optimal solution to SSP-FR is already in hand, and there is not enough time to set-up and solve SSP-I. Unfortunately this approach does not work in general, because there is no guarantee that the incumbent search plan is feasible with respect to interdictor ranges. Taking the optimal search plan solution to BS-FR and overlaying the interdictor response circles we arrive at Figure 8 . Given 4.64 h of search dwell time against GF3, there is no point p that can satisfy both constraint (3b) and constraint (3c) for interdictor 3 and GF3. The situation depicted illustrates that when the point θ + GF3 where search begins is contained in the outer circle, the point θ − GF3 where search ends cannot be contained in the inner circle. Another alternative that one might consider is to use the optimal searcher path x * for BS-FR and solving a single NLP for all continuous variables in SSP-I. Such a strategy is also not guaranteed to yield a feasible solution. This is easily seen in a situation where at least two searched targets in the same interdiction zone are too far apart. In such a situation there would be no interdictor position p that could support searching both targets. In BS-FR, however, since no more than one target in each interdiction zone is searched in the optimal plan, we can obtain an interdictor-feasible plan using this strategy. This approach results in the search plan and interdictor placement given in Tables 8 and 9 respectively. This strategy produces a suboptimal plan, albeit by a small margin, with an expected search value that is 2.1 kg less than the optimal plan (given in Tables 6 and 7) .
While the optimality gap in this case is small, we note that its magnitude is entirely driven by the expected payload of GF3. This gap will grow proportionally to the expected payload of GF3. Figure 9 shows a spatial representation of this suboptimal search plan. We observe that the search region for GF3 in this plan is shifted to the northeast and is slightly smaller than the search region for GF3 Figure 7 . 
Conclusions
This article improves existing search modeling capability by introducing two important model extensions. We define a fixed region search model that gives mission planners the ability to account for situations where assessed target data is highly uncertain. We also introduce a coordinated search and interdiction model that is able to directly model the interaction of aerial searchers and surface
interdictors. This important model eliminates troublesome situations where smugglers are detected, but they get away because there are no interdictors nearby to intercept them.
We demonstrate how these models can be used through a benchmark scenario that was developed by researchers and practitioners so that it is representative of the real-world issues faced by planners.
We investigate the impact of not coordinating search with interdiction assets and show that this can result in suboptimal or infeasible search plans. inner circles represent the response range based on constraints (3c). Adding interdictor coordination to the fixed search order for BS-FR yields a plan whose objective function is 2.1 kg less than the optimal plan. This because the interdictor range restriction drives a slightly smaller search region for GF3.
